
  



Latecomers 
Latecomers will be seated at the discretion of the management. 

Photography and Recording 
Use of cameras and audio and video recording equipment is prohibited. 

Restrooms 
Restrooms are located in the basement. An additional wheelchair accessible 
restroom is located on the first floor. 

Access for Patrons with Disabilities 
Wheelchair accessible seating is available through the Harvard Box Office by 
telephone at 617.496.2222 or in person. Agassiz Theatre is equipped with 
Assistive Listening Devices, which are available at the Box Office, one-half hour 
before performance time. 

Ticket & Calendar Information 
Harvard Box Office — Phone: 617.496.2222   www.boxoffice.harvard.edu 
Smith Campus Center, 1350 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, MA  02138 
 

On-Site Day-Of Performance Sales 
Typically open an hour prior to and fifteen minutes following start time. 

Lost & Found 
Call 617.495.8727 or visit the first floor Box Office.  
Harvard University is not responsible for lost or stolen property. 

Office for the Arts Theatre Staff 
  Eric C. Engel, Director, Memorial Hall and College Theatre Venues 

  Thomas P. Morgan, Technical Director for College Theatre 
  Dana Knox, Production Coordinator for College Theatre 

  Elizabeth Dean, Assistant Technical Director, Agassiz Theatre 
Frederick Frank, Dance & Theatre Production Technician 

Gabriel Goldman, Theatre Production Technician 
  Tina Smith, Manager, Harvard Box Office 

  Jason Govostes, Student Ticketing & Associate Services Office Manager 
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FROM THE PRESIDENT 
Dear Friends, 

On behalf of everyone involved in HRG&SP, welcome to the fall 2019 
production of H.M.S. Pinafore; or, the Lass Who Loved a Sailor! We are so excited 
that you have decided to come “sail the ocean blue” with us, and whether you are 
a Gilbert and Sullivan enthusiast who has the Pinafore libretto memorized or a 
newcomer to theatrical productions, we sincerely hope you enjoy our production. 

 I have had an absolutely wonderful time working on this show as 
president, set designer, and a member of the chorus, and I would like to sincerely 
thank all of the amazing people in the cast, staff, and orchestra and on board for 
all of the talent, time, and effort they put into this show. I would especially like to 
thank the two people at the artistic helm of Pinafore: Mary Reynolds and Janiah 
Lockett, our wonderful music and stage directors, respectively. It has been an 
absolute pleasure to work with them and see their artistic visions flourish and take 
form into the production you are seeing tonight. Another important thank you goes 
out to our patrons, who help make HRG&SP and our shows possible. 

  There are several special receptions that we hope you will be able to join 
us for this semester. First, we have our creative black tie Opening Night Reception 
directly after our first show on November 8th. Then, we have two Milk and Cookies 
Matinees, one on November 9th and the other on November 16th. The Milk and 
Cookies Matinees include a reception after the show where children of all ages 
have the opportunity to enjoy milk and cookies, meet the cast in costume, and 
participate in a backstage tour of the set. Lastly, our Alumni Night performance is 
November 16th at 8pm, after which we will have a reception in the Horner Room. 

 If our production of H.M.S. Pinafore leaves you wanting more, please 
check for updates and upcoming events on our website, hrgsp.org, as well as our 
social media pages on Facebook and Twitter. Our website has information about 
past shows, a digital archive of HRG&SP posters, links to recordings of past 
shows, and much more. It also has information about becoming a patron, so you 
can help us ensure to bring beautiful music and witty lyrics to you and others in the 
years to come. 

 I hope you enjoy the show, and that you will join us again next spring for 
our first non-G&S production in over a decade – “in the meantime, farewell!” 

Wishing you all the very best, 

 
 

 

  



FROM THE HISTORIAN  

H.M.S. Pinafore has stood the test of time as one of the most frequently 
performed and most popular Gilbert and Sullivan compositions. This semester 
marks the thirteenth time the HRG&SP has performed H.M.S. Pinafore. Our first 
performance of Pinafore was done as a double billing with Trial By Jury in 1957 
and was the fifth production done by the Harvard Gilbert and Sullivan Players (as 
we were known then). We went on to do it in 1964, 1969, 1973, 1978, 1983, 1989, 
1993, 1999, 2006, 2011, and 2016 with varying levels of success.  

These previous HRG&SP productions have been set on ships of various 
kinds. Cruise ships and World War II battleships have both been built on the 
Agassiz stage to create the backdrop of this iconic show. For this traditional 
production of Pinafore, we focused on making the sets and costumes fit the period 
during which H.M.S. Pinafore debuted. Our costume designer, Jamie Paterno 
Ostmann, has worked extremely hard on finding and making costumes that look 
like they’re from the 1870s. Our set designer, Sabrina Richert, also heavily 
researched the British Navy under Queen Victoria to create our stunning set. You 
may note that these two designers are in the cast as an Aunt and a Sailor 
respectively. I would like to personally thank them for their dedication to the 
production and the HRG&SP. 

H.M.S. Pinafore itself was an instant hit as soon as it debuted in London 
in 1878. It was such a success, that it was immediately ripped off by American 
theatre production companies. This blatant theft was instrumental in the early 
history of Broadway and American theatre in general. It forced Gilbert, Sullivan, 
and Richard D’Oyly Carte (their investor/benefactor/business partner/relationship 
wedge) to consider the United States as a legitimate theatre market. They took 
America so seriously that their next operetta, the enormously popular The Pirates 
of Penzance, had its official premiere in New York.  

While America may have loved Pinafore, it is solidly British. The content 
of the show contains a pointed satire of an actual First Lord of the Admiralty, W. 
H. Smith. W. H. Smith was a publishing magnate who was appointed First Lord of 
the Admiralty even though he had no nautical or military experience. He was 
appointed by the conservative Prime Minister Robert Arthur Talbot Gascoyne-
Cecil, 3rd Marquess of Salisbury, KG, GCVO, PC, FRS, DL. Smith’s party affiliation 
led Gilbert to write to Sullivan, “The fact that the First Lord in the Opera is a Radical 
of the most pronounced type will do away with any suspicion that W. H. Smith is 
intended.” 

One more fun fact to round out this Historian’s note: “H.M.S. Pinafore” is 
an anagram of “name for ship.” Do with that what you will.  

Thank you all for coming to see the show and I hope you enjoy this 
thirteenth Pinafore. I expect to see you all back here in four years for the fourteenth!  

  



FROM THE STAGE DIRECTOR 
Ahoy (“oorah” and “semper fi” to my mom and dad)! 

It's a pleasure to make my directing and choreographing debut with a 
traditional production of  H.M.S. Pinafore. I’m blessed to have worked with 
dazzlingly talented staff, several of whom will be on stage, and cast—all of whom, 
I hope, will be on stage.  

Pinafore is one of the most formative shows of the musical theatre genre 
(it’s technically an operetta, but I won’t be a snob about it if you won’t, Savoyards). 
It was one of the first to boast sailors, large-scale group numbers, and, of course, 
a ship. As such, it gave “berth” to many theatrical grandchildren: Pirates of 
Penzance, On the Town, Anything Goes, and Hit The Deck are just a few. 

I used choreography as a way to incorporate Pinafore’s progeny into our 
production, so if you keep your eyes peeled, you’ll notice references to some of 
those aforementioned shows, and also to some notable iterations of Pinafore (the 
1997 Essgee production and HRG&SP’s own 2015 production). The 
choreography, following the lead of the plot, plays with the fluidity of levels and 
shapes.  

The show begins with the H.M.S. Pinafore in port—actualizing the 
immobility that Ralph (pronounced “rayf”), a sailor who “loves a lass above his 
station” feels figuratively. The helm of the ship remains untouched for most of the 
show, but in true Gilbert and Sullivan fashion, things will shift dramatically by the 
end (thanks to a low-voiced woman who may or may not have magical 
powers...Inez? Is that you?). 

Though seriousness has little place in context of G&S (unless you’re 
doing Yeomen or a doubly-ironic Patience), Pinafore is undergirded by a message 
of intrinsic dignity, which has, often, nearly moved me to tears. I hope that you’ll 
disembark our “saucy beauty” with a strong sense of personal worth, anglophilia 
or phobia (both are valid reactions honestly), and, most of all, initiative to integrate 
bustles into your wardrobe.  

Grateful, and ecstatic to “ring the merry bells on board ship,” 

 

  

 

 

FROM THE MUSIC DIRECTOR  

H.M.S. Pinafore is one of the most well-loved of Gilbert & Sullivan’s 
works, significantly due to Sullivan’s motivic development throughout the show. 
Sullivan’s references to established musical moments solidly ground the 
characters of H.M.S. Pinafore in “their” music; for instance, the opening number 
of the sailors (“We sail the ocean blue”) musically prepares several of the sailors’ 
future scenes.  



 The wealth of orchestral music in H.M.S. Pinafore helps to familiarize 
the audience with the musical ideas. Besides the traditional overture, H.M.S. 
Pinafore has an orchestral Entr’acte and an exceptionally long introduction. This 
introduction begins with the sailors’ theme before teasing Josephine’s first aria 
(“Sorry her lot”) and a rhythmically twisted Buttercup’s theme that modulates 
back to the proper key in time for the sailors’ first entrance.  

 Sullivan spends much of the first act establishing a set of motivic ideas 
ranging from “I am the Captain of the Pinafore” to Sir Joseph’s classic entrance 
music (“I am the monarch of the sea) to the song Sir Joseph himself taught the 
sailors (“A British Tar). Act One contains several arias as well, but the only aria in 
either act used as a musical motif is Buttercup’s. The constant reprises of 
Buttercup’s melody remind us that she alone knows the secret to the the central 
conflict, which she hints at every opportunity. 

Despite the many musical ideas Sullivan introduces in Act 1, he can’t 
resist beginning to combine melodies: when Sir Joseph’s barge first appears, the 
cast performs a rollicking number that uses “We sail the ocean blue” as a 
counter-melody to the high-voice chorus. Even with so much material, Sullivan is 
quite consistent about introducing a melody in one voice before harmonizing or 
re-using it, which is key to making the music of H.M.S. Pinafore so memorable. 

Sullivan makes sure not to overuse musical motifs and continues to 
develop new musical material through arias such as Josephine’s “The Hours 
Creep On Apace” (a classic of soprano literature) and two stellar duets (“Things 
are seldom what they seem” and “Kind captain, I’ve important information”). A 
high energy trio between the Captain, Josephine, and Sir Joseph teases out the 
irony of the show’s problem with each character singing the same words with 
dramatically different meanings. Sullivan also introduces one of H.M.S. 
Pinafore’s most popular tunes, “He is an Englishman” later in Act Two but 
restates it several times. 

 H.M.S. Pinafore’s Act Two finale concludes the show musically by 
restating important earlier themes, including “Oh joy, oh rapture” (first heard in 
the Act One Finale), Sir Joseph’s and Captain Corcoran’s music, Buttercup’s aria 
in its final iteration, and the quintessential “British Tar” and “He is an 
Englishman.” Sullivan’s reluctance to introduce new material in the Act Two finale 
solidifies the musical and plot connections that have been made, and the familiar 
music finishes the show with a feeling of unity.  

 Speaking of a feeling of unity, I would be remiss not to thank the 
members of the staff, orchestra, and cast for their wonderful work on this show. 
Each and every one of them has put such love into this production, especially 
Janiah, Ava, Sam, Ross, and Faith. And as you all know, no opera can happen 
without stellar rehearsal pianists Oliver Riskin-Kutz and Louis Schwartz! Their 
musicianship was truly invaluable during this process. 

Enjoy the show! 

 

Much love, 

 
 

 
 



THE ARGUMENT 
CONTENT WARNING: SUICIDAL IDEATION 

ACT I 
The British warship H.M.S. Pinafore  is anchored off-shore near 

Portsmouth as the sailors on the quarter-deck go to work. A bumboat woman 
called Little Buttercup, comes on board selling her wares, but seems to know 
something about the lovelorn sailor Ralph Rackstraw who pines for the love of the 
captain’s daughter, Josephine. The sailors are sympathetic to Ralph’s plight, aside 
from the cantankerous, but realistic, Dick Deadeye.  

Captain Corcoran greets his crew and, following the departure of the 
sailors, he and Buttercup discuss how Josephine does not wish to marry Sir 
Joseph Porter. Following Buttercup’s departure, Josephine admits she loves a 
lowly sailor, but her sense of duty ensures she will not reveal this and will instead 
marry Sir Joseph.  

Sir Joseph’s barge is seen by the sailors and soon Sir Joseph and his 
entourage of sisters, cousins, and aunts descend upon the H.M.S. Pinafore. Sir 
Joseph recounts how he came to be First Lord of the Admiralty without any naval 
experience while then proceeding to lecture Captain Corcoran on how a British 
sailor is any man’s equal. Before departing with Captain Corcoran and his 
relatives, Sir Joseph gives the sailors a song he composed about the nobility of 
the British sailor. Ralph is encouraged at Sir Joseph’s sentiment of equality and 
decides to confess his love to Josephine. Everyone, save Dick Deadeye, 
encourages Ralph and they sing Sir Joseph’s song. Ralph eloquently declares his 
love for Josephine, but she rejects him because of her duty. The sailors come to 
see what transpired, and Ralph nearly attempts suicide when Josephine enters at 
the last moment to confess her love for Ralph. Plans are made to elope, and 
everyone is overjoyed, except Dick Deadeye who is chased away by the crowd. 
 
ACT II  

The act begins with Captain Corcoran lamenting his many worries. 
Buttercup attempts to console him, causing Captain Corcoran to admit his feelings 
for her. Buttercup departs and Sir Joseph enters to complain about how Josephine 
doesn’t seem to reciprocate his affections. Captain Corcoran suggests Sir 
Joseph’s “exalted rank” dazzles Josephine, to which Sir Joseph agrees. Josephine 
enters while Sir Joseph and Captain Corcoran withdraw to observe. Josephine 
expresses trepidation at going through with her plan. Captain Corcoran and Sir 
Joseph enter, and Sir Joseph tries to convince Josephine she can marry him 
because “love levels all ranks”. This unintentionally prompts Josephine to make up 
her mind and marry Ralph, but Sir Joseph and Captain Corcoran don’t realize this 
and celebrate.  

Dick Deadeye informs Captain Corcoran of Ralph and Josephine’s plan, 
and an enraged Captain Corcoran confronts them resulting in him using foul 
language. Sir Joseph hears this and discovers Ralph and Josephine’s plan, at 
which he is furious and sends Ralph to the dungeon. Buttercup reveals she 
switched Ralph and Captain Corcoran at birth, causing Sir Joseph to decide they 
should switch positions. Sir Joseph no longer wishes to marry Josephine, so she 
and Ralph are free to marry. Captain Corcoran’s new status allows him to marry 
Buttercup. Sir Joseph settles for his first-cousin Hebe, and everyone rejoices at 
this resolution.  



CAST 
Josephine......................................................................................... Chloe Saracco 
Ralph Rackstraw....................................................................... Henry Zumbrunnen 
Captain Corcoran ……………………………………………..…….. Nathan Robinson 
Buttercup …………………………………………..…………. Rachel Share-Sapolsky 
Cousin Hebe ................................................................................... Rocket Claman 
Sir Joseph Porter, KCB ……………………………..………………….…. Mike Shirek 
Dick Deadeye…………………………………………………………. Sung Kwang Oh 
Boatswain/Bill Bobstay........................................................................ Thomas Burr 
Carpenter/Bob Becket ................................................................ Benjamin Porteus 
Ensemble ............................................... Will Evans, Nadine Jackson, Rom Blanco 

Jamie Paterno-Ostmann, Sabrina Richert 
 

ACT I 
1.  "We sail the ocean blue" (Sailors) 
2. "Hail! men-o'-war's men" ... "I'm called Little Buttercup" (Buttercup) 
2a.  "But tell me who's the youth" (Buttercup, Boatswain) 
3. "The nightingale" (Ralph, Chorus of Sailors) 
3a.  "A maiden fair to see" (Ralph and Chorus of Sailors) 
4.  "My gallant crew, good morning... I am the Captain of the Pinafore" 

(Captain, Chorus of Sailors) 
4a.  "Sir, you are sad" (Buttercup, Captain) 
5.  "Sorry her lot who loves too well" (Josephine) 
6.  "Over the bright blue sea" (Chorus of Female Relatives) 
7.  "Sir Joseph's barge is seen" (Chorus of Sailors and Female Relatives) 
8.  "Now give three cheers ... I am the Monarch of the sea" (Captain, Sir 

Joseph, Cousin Hebe, Chorus) 
9.  "When I was a lad" (Sir Joseph, Chorus) 
9a.  "For I hold that on the sea" (Sir Joseph, Cousin Hebe, Chorus) 
10.  "A British tar" (Ralph, Boatswain, Carpenter's Mate, Chorus of Sailors) 
11.  "Refrain, audacious tar" (Josephine, Ralph) 
12.  Finale (Ensemble) 

INTERMISSION – 15 min. 
ACT II 

13.  "Fair moon, to thee I sing" (Captain) 
14.  "Things are seldom what they seem" (Buttercup, Captain) 
15.  "The hours creep on apace" (Josephine) 
16.  "Never mind the why and wherefore" (Josephine, Captain, Sir Joseph) 
17.  "Kind Captain, I've important information" (Captain, Dick Deadeye) 
18.  "Carefully on tiptoe stealing" (Soli, Chorus) 
18a.  "Pretty daughter of mine" (Captain, Ensemble) & "He is an  

Englishman" (Boatswain, Ensemble) 
19.  "Farewell, my own" (Ralph, Josephine, Sir Joseph, Buttercup, Chorus) 
20.  "A many years ago" (Buttercup, Chorus) 
20a.  "Here, take her, sir" (Sir Joseph, Josephine, Ralph, Cousin Heb, Chorus) 
21.  Finale (Ensemble)  
 



STAFF 
Stage Director, Choreographer ....................................................... Janiah Lockett 
Music Director ................................................................................. Mary Reynolds 
Assistant Music Director...................................................................... Soren Nyhus 
Producers ……………....………....….. Faith Ng, Ross Simmons, Sam Guillemette 
Stage Manager .................................................................................. Ava Hampton 
Assistant Stage Manager ............................................................. Marina Andrawis 
Assistant Stage Manager ............................................................ Kendra Wilkinson 
Rehearsal Pianist ............................................ Oliver Riskin-Kutz, Louis Schwartz 
Technical Director .................................................................................. Sam Thau 
Assistant Technical Director .................................................................... Tori Tong 
Master Carpenter .............................................................................. Serena Chen 
Set Designer .................................................................................. Sabrina Richert 
Paint Charge ................................................................................ Hannah Eckstein 
Assistant Painter .................................................................. Olympia Hatzilambrou 
Lighting Designer ............................................................. Clarissa Briasco-Stewart 
Assistant Lighting Designer ................................................................... Emma Kay 
Costume Designer ........................................................... Jamie Paterno-Ostmann 
Hair & Make-Up Designer ................. Carmella Verrastro, Jennyfer Gerrero Torres 
Orchestra Manager .......................................................................... Celine Hawker 
Poster Designer ............................................................................... Isabella Kopits 
Publicity Manager ........................................................................ Christian Carson 
Program Designer ........................................................... Amanda Gonzalez-Piloto 

ORCHESTRA 
FLUTES    

Aletta Steynberg 
Bianca Trombetta 
Brandon Wenning 

Celine Hawker 
Sarah Katz 

CLARINETS 
Louis Schwartz 

Natalie Sheehan 
Nathan Lee  

Patrick Dickinson 
Sasha Barish 

BASSOONS  
Aaron Wong 

Andrew Skrzypack 
Julia Strauss 
Julien Rollins 

Morgan Kleinberg 

OBOES    
Kevin Bergquist 

Mike Jacobs 
Sophie Kim 

HORNS 
Addie Martin 

Katherine Enright 

TRUMPETS 
Forrest Flesher 
Harry Dowling 

Nick Sokol 
TROMBONES 

Andrew Honold 
Ana Davis 

Dan Berkowitz 
Hart Fogel 

Paul Tamburro 

PERCUSSION 
Garen Meguerditchian 

Saiajay Chigurupati 

VIOLINS 
Edward Athaide 

Isabel Parkey 
João Vensi Basso 

Tim Sanford  
Zoe Bair 

VIOLAS 
Harry Sage 

Jarod Stone 
Megan Szostak 

Sam Dvorak 
CELLO 

Clarissa Briasco-Stewart 
Katie de la Mare 

Marie Carroll  
BASS  

Rob Morrison 
 



COME ABOARD THE H.M.S. PINAFORE  
Aaron Wong (Leverett '22) wishes he 
had less responsibilities.  
Addie Martin (Winthrop '22) is the 
favorite child out of sixteen siblings. 
Althea Steynberg (Berklee '21) 
studies film scoring.  She is from 
Joburg, South Africa.  Besides music, 
she explores new ways of 
communication through extended 
realities. 
Amanda Gonzalez-Piloto (Mather 
'21) adores the font Helvetica. She 
shares this peculiarity with her 
roommate, Angela Kim, who once 
gasped and exclaimed –  "Helvetica!" 
– at a movie trailer when they were out 
to the theater. 
Ana Davis (Mower '23) is a freshman 
potentially concentrating in history 
with a global health secondary. When 
she’s not busy justifying a 3-hour nap 
at 5pm, you can find her microwaving 
mac n cheese in a basement 
kitchenette. 
Andrew Honold (Canaday '23) is a 
first-year currently very, very 
undecided in terms of concentration. 
When not in complete awe of having a 
bio as a musician, he enjoys making 
other people mad by being a Yankees 
fan. 
Andrew Skrzypczak (Tufts '23) , from 
Pleasantville, NY, plays bassoon in 
the Tufts Chamber/Symphony 
Orchestras, bassoon/contrabassoon 
in the Wind Ensemble, and trombone 
in the Pep Band. He also played in pit 
during High School. 
Ava Hampton (Currier '21) is a junior 
studying History & Literature. She was 
knot shore what to put in her bio, but 
her piers anchor-aged her to refrain 
from making too many boat-related 
puns. She hopes that sea-ing this 
wasn't too much of an oar-deal for 
them.  
Bayley Koopman (Tufts '22) is a 
sophomore studying biology on the 
pre-veterinary track. When he’s not 
having an existential crisis over the 

inconceivable size of the universe, he 
can be found making paper hats for his 
friends' herb plants. 
Benjamin Porteus (Leverett '22) is a 
sophomore who aspires to be a 
Sinologist.  If you don't see him on 
stage he is probably trapped under the 
remains of his carrel in the Yenching 
Library.  Only God knows how many 
books a 1970s desk can bear. 
Bianca Trombetta (Targaryen '20) is 
a very successful designated driver. 
Brandon Wenning (Kirkland '21) 
loves clowns and puppets. 
Carmella Verrastro (Adams '19) is a 
super senior who we just can't seem to 
get rid of! 
Celine Hawker (Berklee '20) is a 
senior majoring in flute performance. 
She has had a great time playing with 
HRG&SP for The Gondoliers last 
spring and now H.M.S. Pinafore! 
Chloe Saracco (Winthrop '21) is from 
the lovely aloha state and lives in 
Winthrop house (but is secretly a tree). 
Chloe also has a secret insta 
dedicated to trees (@treesgalore). 
Chloe is also legally blind, but it's okay 
because she's legally blonde. Fun 
fact: she taught her dog, Ella (named 
after Ella Fitzgerald) to sing. 
Christian Carson (Quincy '22) is a 
sophomore studying English. He has 
read upwards of three books. "Wow!" 
is what you will say when you learn 
how many books he has read. (Four.) 
Clarissa Briasco-Stewart (Canaday 
'23) is a first-year who might be 
studying computer science and 
linguistics. When not playing with light 
boards in dark, empty theaters, she 
enjoys making aluminum chainmail 
and coding CS50 psets. 
Dan Berkowitz (Currier '21) is one of 
many Dans.  
Edward Athaide (Kirkland '22) 
studies Applied Mathematics. He is 
very thankful for the opportunity to be 
in this production of Pinafore, and he 
is excited for you to join us on board! 



Emma Kay (Pforzheimer '20). Every 
kiss begins with Kay. 
Faith Ng (Cabot '22) hates tomatoes, 
onions, and mushrooms.  
Forrest Fletcher (Quincy '33) loves 
practicing with the rowing team. He's 
not on the rowing team. 
Garen Meguerditchian (Greenough 
'23) considers Gabe from the office to 
be his life's role model. 
Hannah Eckstein (Currier '21) is 
concentrating in psychology. When 
she's not passionately watching paint 
dry, she can be found constantly 
overcommitting herself and waking up 
in cold sweats over weekly deadlines 
that she reliably forgets. She shares a 
single with her cat Kimchi. 
Harry Dowling's (Cabot '22) life 
ambition is to play Jenna in Waitress 
on Broadway. 
Harry Sage (Winthrop '22) is an actual 
literal violin. 
Hart Fogel (Kirkland '20) is planning to 
change his name either to Mohammed 
or McLovin.  
Henry Zumbrunnen (Tufts '20) is a 
junior majoring in Music and 
Education. This is his second G&S 
show as music director and he 
continues to enjoy the wonderful 
community here. Special thanks to 19 
Walker + Paige for emotional support 
and baked goods. 
Isabel Parkey (Lowell '21) loves going 
to the park-y.  
Isabella Kopits (Kirkland '20) 
believes in the moon. 
Jamie Paterno-Ostmann (Quincy 
'21) When not studying Archaeology 
and History & Literature, she will 
probably be found desperately 
searching Poshmark for 1970s prom 
dresses. Please direct any and all 
bustle-related questions to her. 
Janiah Lockett (Kirkland '20) is a 
senior making her directing/choreo 
debut! With HRG&SP she’s played 
Tessa, Bunthorne, and Fairfax. In 
Dec., she’ll play Thumbelina at the 
A.R.T. She’s one book short of her 12-  
books-per-year goal. Any book  

suggestions? 
http://bit.ly/gnsreads  

Jarod Stone (Winthrop '21) is a 
psychology concentrator who loves 
psychology because he can keep 
doing stupid things, but now he feels 
slightly more guilty and informed when 
doing them. 
Jessica Bishai (Mather '20) says: 
"Yee." 
João Vensi Basso (Tufts '20) is a 
math major eternally hoping Kyle XY 
would have a fourth season. Unlikely 
facts include an Erdos number of 4 
and the ability to move his ears on 
demand. 
Julia Strauss (Dunster '21) loves fre 
sha vo ca do. 
Julien Rollins (Tufts '24) Music has 
been significant in Julien's upbringing. 
This has led him to be enrolled in the 
dual degree program between Tufts 
University and NEC. A native to 
Billings, Montana, he loves fishing and 
mountain biking when he is not playing 
bassoon. 
Katie de la Mare (Adams '20) is from 
Tuscon, AZ and has five dogs.  
Katherine Enright (Cabot '22) is 
concentrating in History. She wore a 
pinafore every day for 8 years in 
preparation for her role playing horn in 
the pit. 
Kendra Wilkinson ('21) is a junior 
studying Sociology. She's grateful for 
portrait mode and her friends who 
have it on their phones, and she's a big 
supporter of hot apple cider. 
Kevin Bergquist is from (a) Lowell 
House concentrating in Musical 
Theater (and software development 
as a Principal Software Engineer).  He 
still hopes to complete the G&S Canon 
on at least 1 instrument so HRG&SP: 
Please do Princess Ida!!! Kevin can 
also be found playing Sousaphone for 
THE PARTY BAND of Lowell, 
Trombone/other for the Savoyards of 
Boston, and Tuba in the Harvard 
Summer Pops band. 
Louis Schwartz is looking forward to 
playing in his sixth show at Harvard  



since 2017! He earned a B.S. and 
M.S. in Electrical Engineering as well 
as a Minor in Film from the University 
of Southern California. 
Marie Carroll (Co-op '20) is a senior 
studying Music and History of Science. 
When she's not shredding in the pit, 
she can be found falling off a 
skateboard or bleaching her hair. 
Marina Andrawis (Currier '21) is 
double jointed only in one hand. 
Mary Reynolds (Tufts '21) is a senior 
majoring in Theatre and Philosophy. 
This is her first G&S show as a tenor 
and she has enjoyed her newfound 
community here. Special thanks to 19 
Walker + Paige for emotional support 
and baked goods. 
Megan Coram says bird populations 
have decreased by more than a third 
in the last year in North America. 
Megan Szostak (Tufts '22) is a 
sophomore at the Best School on the 
Red Line, and goes through a crisis 
regarding her major on a daily basis. 
In her free time, you can find Megan 
psychoanalyzing her classmates or 
blasting Gregorian Chants in her dorm 
room. 
Mike Jacobs (Cabot '23) is a species 
of horse closely relate to the giraffe. 
Please feed her grass. 
Mike Shirek (Currier '20) does not 
believe in the moon. 
Morgan Kleinberg say that children 
who eat chocolate more than three 
times per week grow taller than those 
who do not. 
Nadine Jackson (Grays '23) is a first-
year studying computer science. She 
likes to paint and eat Swedish Fish. 
Her greatest fears are boats, being on 
stage, and the British Navy. 
Natalie Sheehan (Greenough '23) 
loves Avatar: the Last Airbender, the 
movie.  
Nathan Lee (Lowell '21) is a junior 
concentrating in Economics with a 
secondary in EPS.  He wants you all to 
have a great day and enjoy nice cold 
boba (or buy me one)! 
Nathan Robinson (Quincy '20) is a 
 

senior studying Psychology and 
Music. He enjoys singing in choir, self 
deprecation, and excessive worrying. 
Nick Sokol (Eliot '22) participated in 
the 2018 St. Teresa's Charity 
Pantomime Horse Races at Catterick 
Races. 
Oliver Riskin-Kutz (Quincy '22) plays 
the piano. 
Olympia Hatzilambrou (Thayer '23) 
really likes bacteria. Her talents 
include procrastination, eating trail 
mix, and trying too hard to be funny. It 
took her twenty minutes to write this. 
Patrick Dickinson (Leverett '22) 
loves Rhapsody in Blue.  
Paul Tamburro (Lowell '21) is  Junior 
studying Archaeology and the History 
of Art and Architecture. When he's not 
playing trombone he can be found 
splitting his pants with ambitious 
dance moves. 
Rachel Share-Sapolsky (Quincy '21) 
is a junior studying Theater, Dance & 
Media and Psychology, uniting the two 
interests in her analyses of Survivor 
contestants. When not performing, 
she enjoys board gaming, wearing all 
black, and suddenly running through 
traffic to pet dogs she sees from 
across the street. 
Rob Morrison lives in Maine. 
Rocket Claman (Cabot '21) is a junior 
concentrating in History and Literature 
and Studies of Women, Gender, and 
Sexuality. She's thrilled to have been 
invited aboard her first G&S show! 
Rom Blanco (Leverett '21) is leaning 
towards Environmental Science and 
Public Policy with a secondary 
Concentration in Economics. He did 
theater for 5 years before coming to 
Harvard; interestingly this is his FIRST 
musical. 
Ross Simmons (Lowell '21) is 
studying mathematics. He's from the 
seed corn capital of the U.S.A., 
Higginsville, MO. He is glad Spotify 
brought back Evita's "Rainbow High."  
Saiajay Chigurupati (Leverett '20) 
says: holy moly! hoOOOOOoooOOly 
moly!  
 



Sabrina Richert (Currier '20) is a 
senior (yikes! How'd that happen?!) 
studying Art, Film, and Visual Studies. 
When not sailing the ocean blue, she 
can usually be found swimming in 
paint, set design model-making 
supplies, or wool for an art project. 
Sam Dvorak (Straus '23) is directing 
the first year musical. Come see it next 
spring! 
Sam Guillemette (Cabot '20) is a 
senior studying Computer Science. 
When he isn't agonizing over what to 
write in his program biography, he can 
be found painting wood to look like 
wood or studying for actuarial 
examinations. 
Sam Thau (Mather '22) has been 
cursed to only work on transportation 
based sets. First a plane, now a boat, 
what's next? 
Sarah Katz (Berklee '21) is a junior at 
Berklee College of Music studying 
theater. She is very excited to be 
playing in her second HRG&SP show, 
but fears that she may be turning into 
the Phantom of the Opera as she 
spends quite a lot of her time haunting 
theaters. 
Sasha Barish (Pforzheimer '20) 
Cohen. 
Serena Chen (Pforzheimer '22) is a 
sophomore concentrating in a hereby 
undeclared and unknown field.  She 
seems to be stuck in a purgatory 
where she can only work on shows 
that take place on a mode of 
transportation (shoutout to FYM 
Cruising Altitude 2019 ☺  ) 
 

Sophie Kim (Lowell '22) enjoys 
watching paint dry.  
Soren Nyhus (Quincy '22) studies 
music, is also a member of the HRO 
and the Bach Society Orchestra, and 
has appeared on cello as a member of 
the pit orchestra for HRG&SP.  He is 
excited and honored to have the 
opportunity to lead a show this 
semester. 
Sung Kwang Oh (Quincy ’21) is a 
Government concentrator in Quincy 
House. He's excited and honored to 
share this beloved classic with you. 
Outside the show, Sung enjoys baking 
pastries and reading the news, i.e. 
he's an old man! 
Thomas Burr (Lowell '21) In this 
production, Thomas plays an 
Englishman. However, he is in fact a 
Welshman. As such, the thought of 
being an Englishman is highly 
undesirable to him. Cymru am byth 
and may Wales win the Rugby World 
Cup. 
Tim Sanford (Clown College '08) has 
the superpower of becoming invisible 
and spends free time doing 
watermelon farming. 
Tori Tong (Adams '20) is a squirrel. 
Will Evans (Quinzy '21) is a saucy 
ship. Well spoke, well spoke! 
Zoe Bair (Rising Sun '19) is from New 
Orleans and has been the ruin of many 
a poor lad.  
 

 
  



A SPECIAL THANKS TO... 
Liz Dean, Tom Morgan, Rick Frank, Dana Knox, Gabe Goldman, Janiah and Mary 
aka the captains of the Pinafore, Soren Nyhus, Finn Bamber, Joe Short just 
because, the Pinafam, the HMS PITafore, Captain Cocopuffs, the 96 bus, IMSLP, 
pitches going into the darkness of Cimmerian despair, Poshmark, Captain 
Cockatoo, "that's lit, fam," Winnie the Pooh, fighting crocodiles, Sung's suite for 
listening to him practice many times, LA Burdick's ginger-honey-lemon tea, 
Captain Coconut, H.M.S. Pinafore; or, All the Bobby Pins, esos son reebok o son 

nike, Fritz, Captain Cockroach, 70s prom dresses, the Fun Home floor, mini sticky 

notes, Mr. & Mrs. Saracco for travelling 5,000 miles to see the show, Mary's baton 

... AND TO OUR PATRONS 
We would like to thank our patrons for their continued support of our organization. 
If you have questions about being a patron or would like to learn more, please see 

our website hrgsp.org or email hrgsp.president@gmail.com. 

Modern Major General 
David Tripple – M. Axelrod & W. Sype 

Megan Amram – Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Hamilburg 

Queen of the Fairies 
Phil & Caroline Goldsmith – Bil Bean & Melinda Lee  

Dr. Mark & Anita Richert– Mark & Annette Simmons – Mary Stebbins 
Woody & Mary Chapman – Nancy Lincoln & Louise Ford 

Baronet of Ruddigore 
Gordon & Jill Harper – Nicholas Szentgyorgyi 

Mr. & Mrs. Erwin H. Miller – Pandora Berman & Alan Bawden  
Francis H. Duehay & Jane K. Lewis – Dylan J. Nagler & Amelia H. Ross 
Jane & Peter Newburger – The Sibble Family – John & Nancy LeGates 

Anne & Neil Harper – Michael W. Kahn – Robinhood Foundation 
Ray Levine & Barbara Beroll – Carol & Joe Mac Phee 

Lord High Everything Else 
Linda & Peter Silverstein – Bill & Maureen Bailey – Anna Patel 
Anne Hanford – Bill & Nancy Goodwin – Lenore M. Dickinson  

The Rev. Daphne B. Noyes – Elliot & Nancy Lilien – The Townsends 
Rev. Brenda Bennett – Ms. Eva S. Mosely – Lydia Greene – Bob Lingner 

Frinde, Mary, John, and David – Brooks and Patty Mostue & Family 
Mr. Sebastian & Miss Emma Wood – Peter Bradley – Ethan Bolker 

Emma R. Adler & Kat C. Zhou – Kenneth & Julie Wiesner 
 Ryder Kessler – Tegan Condon – Roy Kimmey III 

  



 
THE HARVARD-RADCLIFFE GILBERT & SULLIVAN PLAYERS 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
The Harvard-Radcliffe Gilbert and 
Sullivan Players is an independent, non-
profit undergraduate organization which 
has dedicated itself to performing Gilbert 
& Sullivan operettas since 1956. We 
perform two shows from the G&S canon 
every year at the Agassiz Theater in 
Radcliffe Yard. The Board of Directors is 
a group of undergraduates who preserve 

the continuity of the organization from year to year. The Board chooses the shows, 
selects the directors, provides producers, and plans events for the audience and 
the company. 

Radcliffe has supported undergraduate 
theatre since 1884, when the Idler Club, an 
all-female theatrical group, was founded. 
Radcliffe provides Agassiz Theatre, built in 
1904, to undergraduates as a try-out house 
for plays which students select, direct, 
produce, perform & sometimes write. 
Continuing Radcliffe’s traditional interest in 
creative thinking and new ideas, Agassiz 
Theatre today involves 700 undergraduates 
annually in productions on its stage. Agassiz 
Theatre is managed by the Office for the Arts 
at Harvard. 
 

 
Please join us again in 

Spring 2020 
for HRG&SP's next production, 

as well as our annual 

Victorian Ball.  

Sabrina A. Richert '20, President 
Isabella M. Kopits '20, Secretary 
Abraham E. Rebollo '20, Treasurer 
Ross D. Simmons '21, Historian 
Sam A. Guillemette '20 
Amanda S. Gonzalez-Piloto '21 
Edward J. Athaide '22 



 

 
 
 

THE NATIONAL ANTHEM 
OF THE UNITED KINGDOM 

God Save the Queen 
God save our gracious Queen, 

Long live our noble Queen, 
God save the Queen! 
Send her victorious, 
Happy and glorious, 

Long to reign over us; 
God save the Queen! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

♻ 
If you would like to recycle your program,  

please drop it in the collection bin as you exit. 

Thank you and enjoy the show!  


